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25mm f/1.8
                              Standard

50mm

Lens structure:
9 elements in 7 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 47º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.25
Max. magnification: 0.12x
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All lenses are Moive and Still compatible

PRIME LENSES

ZOOM LENSES

12-50mm f/3.5-6.3 EZ
Standard Wide

24-100mm

Lens structure: 
10 elements in 9 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 84º to 24º
Closest focusing distance (m): 
0.35 (Normal shooting) 
0.2 (Marco mode)
Max. magnification: 0.36x
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12-40mm f/2.8 
              Standard Wide

24-80mm

Lens structure: 
10 elements in 9 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 84º to 30º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.2
Max. magnification: 0.3x
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9-18mm f/4.0-5.6
Ultra Wide-Angle

18-36mm

Lens structure: 
12 elements in 8 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 100º to 62º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.25
Max. magnification: 0.10x
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7-14mm f/2.8 
              Ultra Wide-Angle

14-28mm

Lens structure: 
14 elements in 11 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 114º to 75º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.2
Max. magnification: 0.12x
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8mm f/1.8
              Fisheye

16mm

Lens structure: 
17 elements in 15 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 180º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.12
Max. magnification: 0.2x
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17mm f/1.8 
                            Wide-Angle

34mm

Lens structure: 
9 elements in 6 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 65º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.25
Max. magnification: 0.08x
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12mm f/2.0 
                            Wide-Angle

24mm

Lens structure: 
11 elements in 8 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 84º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.2
Max. magnification: 0.08x
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45mm f/1.8
                           Telephoto

90mm

Lens structure: 
9 elements in 8 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 27º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.5
Max. magnification: 0.11x
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14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 EZ
Standard Wide

28-84mm

Lens structure: 
8 elements in 7 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 75º to 29º
Closest focusing distance (m): 
0.2 (Focal length: 14mm) 
0.25 (Focal length: 42mm)
Max. magnification: 0.23x
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75mm f/1.8
                            Telephoto

150mm

Lens structure: 
10 elements in 9 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 16º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.84
Max. magnification: 0.1x
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Lens focal lengths shown in grey italic are 35mm film camera equivalent

40-150mm f/2.8
              Telephoto

80-300mm

Lens structure: 
16 elements in 10 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 30º to 8.2º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.7
Max. magnification: 0.21x
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60mm f/2.8
                            Macro

120mm

Lens structure: 
13 elements in 10 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 20º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.19
Max. magnification: 1.0x
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300mm f/4.0
              Super Telephoto

600mm

Lens structure: 
17 elements in 10 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 4.1º
Closest focusing distance (m): 1.4
Max. magnification: 0.24x
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75-300mm f/4.8-6.7 ll
Super Telephoto

150-600mm

Lens structure: 
18 elements in 13 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 16º to 4.1º
Closest focusing distance (m): 
0.9 (Focal length: 75mm) 
1.5 (Focal length: other than 75mm)
Max. magnification: 0.18x
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14-150mm f/4.0-5.6 ll
Wide Super-Zoom

28-300mm

Lens structure: 
15 elements in 11 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 75º to 8.2º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.5
Max. magnification: 0.22x
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14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R
Standard Wide

28-84mm

Lens structure: 
8 elements in 7 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 75º to 29º
Closest focusing distance (m): 
0.25 (Focal length: 14-19mm) 
0.3 (Focal length: 20-42mm)
Max. magnification: 0.19x
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40-150mm f/4.0-5.6 R
Telephoto

80-300mm

Lens structure: 
13 elements in 10 groups
Diagonal angle of view: 30º to 8.2º
Closest focusing distance (m): 0.9
Max. magnification: 0.16x

Page 19
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Prime - Fisheye

This rectilinear fisheye lens produces a dramatic view of the scene with a 180 degree 

angle of view. Designed for extreme high performance results in low-light, its F1.8 

aperture enables shorter shutter durations in star photography, and makes available 

light imaging underwater possible. It is arguably the most highly corrected production 

fisheye lens available with its 17 elements in 15 groups lens design that employs the 

highest performance lens elements for maximum edge-to-edge sharpness with minimal 

coma at wide apertures.

Capture razor sharp 
astronomy and 
underwater fisheye photos

8mm f/1.8

Super ED Lens

HR LensSuper HR Lens ED Lens Aspherical Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

Dustproof/Splashproof/Freezeproof

ISO 1600 20.0s F1.8

17 elements in 15 groups

16mm

180º

f/1.8

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.12

0.2x

φ62 x 80

315

-

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)
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ISO 200 1/50s F5.0 (E-M1 with PT-EP11 housing)
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This compact prime is equivalent to a 24mm lens, making it ideal for a variety of wide-

angle photography from landscapes to candid street photography. Small in size, it 

features a bright F2.0 aperture making it ideal for low-light photography. Its design 

features Olympus’ high performance Dual Super Aspherical and ZERO coating, for 

minimal-distortion and high flare resistance. Its metal barrel has a quick-action focusing 

clutch that enables switching between autofocus and manual focus at a flick of the 

focus ring. An engraved aperture scale enable hyperfocal distance setting.

Super wide-angle prime 
lens for street and 
landscape photography

Prime - Wide Angle

ISO 400 1/640s F5.6

12mm f2.0

DSA Lens Super HR Lens ED Lens Aspherical Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

11 elements in 8 groups

24mm

84º

f2.0

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.2

0.08x

φ56 x 43

130

φ46

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)
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With its fast 1.8 aperture, this moderately wide prime lens is ideal for all-purpose 

imaging as it presents a wide view of the scene without undue distortion at the edge 

of the picture. Its lens design utilises a single Dual Super Aspherical lens element for 

enhanced compactness. A focus-clutch mechanism enables quick switching between 

autofocus and manual focus. A seven-blade circular aperture helps to provide smooth 

bokeh at smaller apertures. Its metal barrel provides a premium finish.

The classic wide-angle lens 
for general photography

17mm f/1.8

DSA Lens HR Lens Aspherical Lens MSC Mechanism

Prime - Wide-Angle

ZERO Coating

ISO 200 1/20s F5.6

9 elements in 6 groups

34mm

65º

f/1.8

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.25

0.08x

φ57.5 x 35.5

120

φ46

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)
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 In the world of photography, the 50mm prime lens has a special place in any lens range 

as it provides a ‘natural’ viewing perspective that is similar to the human-eye. This prime 

lens features a sophisticated 9 elements in 6 group design to assure high sharpness 

and aberration correction. Superb optical performance at open aperture enables this 

lens to be confidently used at f1.8 for smooth out-of-focus blurring and good subject 

separation from the background. This versatile and lightweight lens should be in every 

photographer’s kit bag.  

The versatile ‘standard’ lens 
for everyday imaging

25mm f/1.8

Prime - Standard

Aspherical Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

ISO 200 1/4000s F4.5

9 elements in 7 groups

50mm

47º

f/1.8

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.25

0.12x

φ57.8 x 42

137

φ46

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)
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With a 90mm equivalent focal length and fast f1.8 aperture, this extremely compact 

prime lens captures the most beautiful portraits and short-telephoto stills and video. 

With dimensions that complement small Olympus PEN series cameras, this lens is the 

ideal ‘second’ lens for the Olympus camera owner starting out with a standard wide 

zoom lens. Its optical formula has been designed to provide beautiful bokeh when used 

at open aperture, with razor sharp in-focus details. 

45mm f/1.8

E-HR Lens MSC Mechanism

Prime - Telephoto

ZERO Coating

A popular portrait lens 
whose sensational optical 
performance belies its 
affordability

ISO 200 1/50s F1.8

9 elements in 8 groups

90mm

27º

f/1.8

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.5

0.11x

φ56 x 46

116

φ37

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)
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This special lens has been designed to capture the highest levels of micro-detail at near 

distances for the highest quality macro and product photography. As a dedicated macro 

lens, its optical design provides an extremely high level of field flatness, essential for the 

photography of two-dimensional subjects such as paintings, murals or photographs. A 

built-in three position focus-limiter switch optimises focusing speed when the lens used 

at various distances. A floating optical lens design maintains high lens performance even 

at far distances, meaning that it can be used as a high quality short-telephoto lens for 

portraiture and landscapes. Weather-proofed for outdoor use.

60mm f/2.8

Prime - Macro

Outstanding photography 
of up-close subjects in 
all weather conditions

ISO 400 1/160s F5.6

13 elements in 10 groups

120mm

20º

f/2.8

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.19

1.0x

φ56 x 82

185

φ46

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm) E-HR Lens HR Lens ED Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism Dustproof/Splashproof
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HR Lens ED Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

Prime - Telephoto

With an equivalent 150mm focal length and an extremely fast f1.8 aperture, this lens is one 

of the most sort after prime lenses in the Zuiko lens range. Its bright aperture of f1.8 means 

that the photographer is able to utilise relatively high shutter speeds for indoor photography 

with sport, reportage and live performance applications. Wedding portrait photographers will 

appreciate the ‘just enough’ depth of field for couple portraits at f1.8 with superbly smooth 

out-of-focus bokeh. ZERO coating ensures that every shot is high in contrast, and provides 

the photographer who shoots regularly in contra-jour conditions, complete confidence that 

backlit subjects are captured with maximum clarity. 

A high-speed short-telephoto 
lens with stunning sharpness 
and outstanding bokeh10 elements in 9 groups

150mm

16º

f/1.8

22

9 (circular aperture)

0.84

0.1x

φ64 x 69

305

φ58

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)

75mm f/1.8

ISO 200 1/160s F1.8
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ISO 200 1/1000s F4.0

Prime - Super Telephoto

World’s most powerful 6 shutter speed steps of stabilisation*

The 300mm F4.0 introduces our new ‘Sync IS’ technology that makes 

cooperative use of both lens and body IS units to produce a combined 

IS capability that is of greater effectiveness than either one component 

is capable of. Sync IS works to counteract camera shake with up to 6 

shutter speeds of effectiveness – a world best, along 5 movement axes, 

making handheld 600mm telephoto shooting in the field a reality.

*As of December 2015 CIPA standards compliant at 2 axis excitation (Pitch/ Yaw), halfway release 
image stabilization: off Body: OM-D E-M1 FW Ver4.0 / E-M5 Mark II FW Ver2.0
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M.ZUIKO DIGITAL 1.4x Teleconverter MC-14

This super compact rear-mount type 1.4x teleconverter has a 
thin metallic body. When inserted between the ED 300mm f/4.0 
PRO and the camera body, it increases the range of the lens to 
an equivalent 840mm on a 35mm film camera. It is dustproof and 
splashproof, and can resist low temperatures.Macro shooting minimum focus distance of 1.4m

17 elements in 10 groups

600mm

4.1º

f/4.0

22

9 (circular aperture)

1.4

0.24x

φ92.5 × 227mm

1270 (without tripod collar)

φ77



Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)

MC-14 compatibility

300mm f/4.0

With a benchmark setting 5-Axis Sync IS stability of *6 shutter-speed steps, this 600mm equivalent lens makes 

handheld photography a reality for photographers in the field. It has the highest optical resolution in the 

M.Zuiko lens system, and is extremely portable with a filter diameter of 77mm, length of 22.7cm, and a weight 

of just 1.27kg. Its outstanding optical quality comes from the use of three extreme-performance Super ED lens 

elements that eliminates chromatic aberration. With the fastest autofocus  speed in the super telephoto class, 

it is tailor-made for high mobility bird, wildlife, nature, surf, motorsport and tele-astro photography in all weather 

conditions. This lens is equipped with a built-in lens hood , AF/MF focus-ring and clutch, focus-limit selector, 

and a custom function button.

Sh
ow

n 
w

ith
 le

ns
 h

oo
d 

re
tra

ct
ed

With MC-14

Professional super telephoto lens 
with unrivalled stability and mobility

Super ED Lens E-HR Lens Z Coating Nano MSC MechanismHR Lens Dustproof/Splashproof/Freezeproof

ISO 400 1/160s F10.0
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Zoom - Ultra Wide-Angle

The widest lens in the Zuiko lens range, this fast-aperture zoom lens represents the acme 

of Olympus high performance wide-angle lens design with its superb optical performance 

that rivals and betters prime lenses. To achieve excellent resolution even at wide open 

aperture, this lens uses an array of special lens elements including one DSA (Dual Super 

Aspherical) lens, three Super ED (Extra-low Dispersion) lenses, one ED lens, two EDA (Extra-

low Dispersion Aspherical) lenses and two HR (High Refractive index) lenses.

High-performance 
professional ultra-wide 
angle zoom lens14 elements in 11 groups

14-28mm

114º to 75º

f/2.8

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.2

0.12x

-

534

-

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)

7-14mm f/2.8

DSA Lens HR Lens

EDA Lens Super ED Lens

ED Lens Aspherical Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

Dustproof/Splashproof/Freezeproof

ISO 200 1/320s F5.6
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ISO 200 1/1250s F5.6
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Weighing just 155g with a dimension of 4.95cm in length (closed), this is the perfect 

ultrawide-angle zoom if you have to travel absolutely unencumbered. Whilst dimunitive 

in size, this 18-36mm equivalent lens captures extremely sharp, and distortion-free 

images across its zoom range, and exhibits high optical performance even when used 

at its widest apertures. Its sophisticated lens design includes the use of Dual Super 

Aspherical lens elements, High-Refractive index and Extra-low Dispersion glass. A 

collapsible barrel design provides utmost compactness when stowed away.

Featherweight ultrawide-angle 
zoom that is perfect for travel

DSA Lens HR Lens ED Lens Aspherical Lens MSC Mechanism

9-18mm f/4.0-5.6

Zoom - Ultra Wide-Angle 

ISO 200 1/1000s F5.6

12 elements in 8 groups

18-36mm

100º to 62º

f/4.0-5.6

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.25

0.10x

φ56.5 x 49.5 (with the lens retracted)

155

φ52

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)
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Zoom - Standard Wide

12-40mm f/2.8 

The ‘standard’ professional zoom lens of the ZUIKO lens range, this award-winning F2.8 

aperture zoom lens has an equivalent focal length of 24-80mm, giving it an all-round 

shooting versatility for landscape, interior, portraiture, event and reportage photography 

and videography. Its superb optical performance is equivalent to and betters many 

primes in the same range, providing the professional or demanding enthusiast perfect 

optical quality confidence. Fully sealed against dust and moisture, it is also freezeproof 

to -10 degrees.

High-performance 
professional standard 
wide zoom lens10 elements in 9 groups

24-80mm

84º to 30º

f/2.8

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.2

0.3x

φ69.9 x 84

382

φ62

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm) DSA Lens HR Lens

HD LensEDA Lens

ED Lens Aspherical Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

Dustproof/Splashproof/Freezeproof

ISO 200 1.0s F11.0
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The “EZ” designation of this lens means it has an electronic zoom feature that enables 

smooth zoom action for movie recording. For still photography, the electronic zoom can 

be easily disengaged for a faster mechanical zoom operation. It has a versatile focal 

length of 24-100mm equivalent and is splash and dust proof.

Versatile standard zoom 
lens with electronic zoom 
for movie recording

Zoom - Standard Wide

12-50mm f/3.5-6.3 EZ

DSA Lens HR Lens ED Lens Aspherical Lens Macro Mode MSC Mechanism

Electronic Zoom Dustproof/Splashproof

ISO 200 2.5s F11.0

10 elements in 9 groups

24-100mm

84º to 24º

f/3.5-6.3

22

5 (circular aperture)

0.35 (Normal shooting) 0.2 (Macro mode)

0.36x (Macro mode)

φ57 x 83

212

φ52

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)
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14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 EZ

Zoom - Standard Wide

Ideally matched with smaller OM-D and PEN camera bodies, this electronic zoom 

lens features a high-performance lens design for everyday photography. At its closed 

position, this lens is only 2.25cm thick, giving an attractive premium aesthetic when 

used with the OM-D E-M10 and PEN series cameras. The automatic lens cap LC-37C is 

an ideal accessory for this lens as it can be left permanently in place.

Super compact standard zoom 
lens for everyday photography

Super HR Lens ED Lens Aspherical Lens Electronic Zoom  MSC Mechanism

8 elements in 7 groups

24-84mm

75º to 29º

f/3.5-5.6

22

5 (circular aperture)

0.2 (Focal Length: 14mm) 
0.25 (Focal length: 42mm)

0.23x

φ60.6 x 22.5 (with the lens retracted)

93

φ37

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)

ISO 200 1.0s F8.0
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An ideal first ‘kit’ standard zoom lens, this lens with its 28-84mm equivalent focal length 

is perfect for everyday photography. MSC focus drive mechanism provides silent and 

rapid focusing. This lens features a collapsible and telescoping barrel design. It is 

optically equivalent in performance to the EZ version.

Lightweight standard 
zoom lens for everyday 
photography

Zoom - Standard Wide

8 elements in 7 groups

28-84mm

75º to 29º

f/3.5-5.6

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.25 (Focal length: 14-19mm)
0.3 (Focal length: 20-42mm)

0.19x

φ56.5 x 50 (with the lens retracted)

113

φ37

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)

14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R

Aspherical Lens MSC Mechanism

ISO 200 1/640s F8.0
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14-150mm f/4.0-5.6 ll

Zoom - Wide Super Zoom

With its 28-300mm equivalent focal length and lightweight design, this is an ideal one-

lens solution for the photographer who needs to travel light, and requires wide to far 

distance imaging capability. Weather sealing ensures that it is well-protected against 

the rain and dust. 

Weatherproof wide-angle 
super zoom travel lens15 elements in 11 groups

28-300mm

75º to 8.2º

f/4.0-5.6

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.5

0.22x

φ63.5 x 83

285

φ58

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm) DSA Lens HR Lens

EDA Lens

ED Lens Aspherical Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

Dustproof/Splashproof/Freezeproof

ISO 200 15.0s F11.0
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Zoom - Telephoto

ISO 200 1/640s F2.8

ISO 200 1/500s F4.0

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL 1.4x Teleconverter MC-14

This rear-mount type 1.4x teleconverter has a thin metallic body. When inserted between the ED 40-150mm 
f/2.8 PRO and the camera body, it increases the range of the ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO to an equivalent 112-
420mm focal length on a 35mm film camera. It is dustproof and splashproof and can resist low temperatures.

Applicable lenses: M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO, M.Zuiko Digital ED 300mm f/4.0 PRO

40-150mm f/2.8 PRO with MC-14
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16 elements in 10 groups

80-300mm

30º to 8.2º

f/2.8

22

9 (circular aperture)

0.7

0.21x

φ79.4 x 160

760 (without tripod collar)

φ72



Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)

MC-14 compatibility

40-150mm f/2.8

Featuring an 80-300mm focal length and constant F2.8 lens aperture, this high performance lens is a 

professional photographer’s ideal telephoto zoom for sport, live performance, fashion and portraiture 

applications. To ensure that it focuses as quickly as the Olympus M.Zuiko 12-40mm f2.8 PRO, two powerful 

VCM motors are used to drive two focusing lens groups simultaneously. Outstanding optical performance 

is achieved with a 16 elements in 10 groups lens design that uses the highest performance optical glass; 

including two Super Extra-low Dispersion and three Extra-low Dispersion lens elements.

High-performance, high-speed 
professional telephoto zoom lens

HD LensEDA Lens

Super ED Lens

ED Lens Aspherical Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

Dustproof/Splashproof/Freezeproof

Dot Sight EE-1

This special accessory speeds up accurate focusing with very long telephoto 
lenses. All you have to do is align the red reticle in the sight with the subject. It is 
particularly useful for super-telephoto shooting of sports events or wild birds. It 
includes a battery so it can be used with any camera equipped with a hot shoe.

Decoration Ring DR-66

This dedicated decorative ring substitutes for the tripod collar and makes 
handheld shooting easy. It provides the lens with a streamlined form and a 
more integrated appearance.
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ISO 200 1/640s F5.6

40-150mm f/4.0-5.6 R

Zoom - Telephoto

A favourite longer kit lens for entry-level OM-D and PEN cameras, this telephoto zoom 

lens is ideal for outdoor sport and portrait photography. It uses an MSC focus drive for 

silent and rapid focusing.

Compact and lightweight 
telephoto zoom lens13 elements in 10 groups

80-300mm

30º to 8.2º

f/4.0-5.6

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.9

0.16x

φ63.5 x 83

190

φ58

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm) HR Lens ED Lens MSC Mechanism
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A best-seller in the Zuiko zoom lens range, this outstanding telephoto zoom lens 

features an outstanding 150-600mm focal length range. Designed to be lightweight 

and extremely portable, its optical design includes Super ED and ED lens elements to 

deliver sharp images with high clarity even at 600mm.

Popular super telephoto zoom 
lens for nature, wildlife and 
sport photography

Zoom - Super Telephoto

75-300mm f/4.8-6.7 ll

HR Lens ED Lens Super ED Lens ZERO Coating MSC Mechanism

Lens structure

Focal Length (35mm format equivalent)

Diagonal angle of view

Max. aperture

Min. aperture

Number of aperture blades

Closest focusing distance (m)

Max. magnification

Max. diameter x Length (mm)

Weight (g)

Filter size (mm)

18 elements in 13 groups

150-600mm

16º to 4.1º

f/4.8-6.7

22

7 (circular aperture)

0.9 (Focal length: 75mm)
1.5 (Focal length: other than 75mm)

0.18x

φ69 x 116.5

423

φ58

ISO 200 1/500s F8.0
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TECHNOLOGY

    DSA (Dual Super Aspherical) lens
A dual-sided, super-thick aspherical lens, that was successfully mass-produced for the first time 

in the world by Olympus. The lens thickness ratio from the center to the edges is extremely large 

enabling high magnifying power in a very short space.

    HR (High Refractive index) lens
This lens offers powerful light-bending properties, as well as strong compensation for areas other 

than chromatic aberration. By cementing this lens to an E-HR lens, chromatic aberration and 

spherical aberration are simultaneously reduced.

    
    EDA (Extra-low Dispersion Aspherical) lens
A special type of aspherical lens that is extremely difficult to manufacture. By making the ED lens 

aspherical, compensation for aberrations other than chromatic aberration is also improved.

    HD (High Definition) lens
A lens that has the character of both high refraction and low dispersion. Used to compensate for 

chromatic aberration. 

    Aspherical lens
A special non-spherical lens type used to correct geometric distortion, and reduce total lens 

element requirements.

    ED (Extra-low Dispersion) lens
Optic made from glass with extremely low dispersion properties that help minimise chromatic 

aberrations, improve lens sharpness, and improve contrast.

Olympus' leading edge optical 
technology helps you capture 
that perfect shot

Special optics used in ZUIKO lenses for high-quality 
imaging and compact design

Special optical glass lenses used in M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-40mm f/2.8 PRO

 DSA (Dual Super Aspherical) lens
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ZERO Coating minimises ghosts and flares

ZERO (Zuiko Extra-low Reflection Optical) Coating is an advanced anti-reflection coating 

made possible from the thin-coating control technology cultivated through cutting-edge 

multi-layer coating disposition technology. This technology succeeds in reducing by half, 

reflectance at the critical 450 to 650 nm wavelengths for a sharp and clear picture. This 

durable special coating is resistant to scratches and maintains long term low-reflectivity 

performance, providing clear depictive performance with a sense of transparency. 

Additionally, even under difficult shooting conditions, such as backlit scenes, the 

occurrence of ghost images and lens flare are reduced to an absolute minimum.

ZERO
Coating
ZERO
Coating

Zuiko Extra-low Re�ection
Optical Coating

Dust- and splash-proof mechanism — 
reliability that only Olympus can provide

To prevent dust and condensation from entering into the interior of the lens, multiple 

ring-shaped seals are placed inside the lens. With effective weather-proofing, you 

can shoot with peace of mind even in difficult climate and weather conditions.

Linear motor-driven MSC (Movie & Still 
Compatible) mechanism for accelerated AF 
and quieter operational sound

By using a Linear Motor Drive system, the lens can focus faster and more quietly 

than ever before. The linear motor, which magnetically drives the coil in a straight 

line, is moved by a 50 mm/sec, high-speed focusing unit. As position detection is 

carried out at 12,000 times each second, high-speed, accurate positioning in μm 

units is possible.

Seals to keep out dusts and waterdrops

Drive system of M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-40mm f/2.8 PRO

Sectional view of M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-40mm f/2.8 PRO

Focusing unit by linear motor drive

Magnetic yoke

Coil

Magnetic field is 
efficiently produced 
to the coils by 
attaching the 
magnet to the yoke.

Passing an electric 
current through the coils 
generates power and 
activates linear drive.

Magnet
Magnetic field is produced to the coils. Power is generated by the 
interaction between the magnetic field from the magnet and the 
current of the coils.

Focusing lens

Lens barrel
Attached coils drive the 
focusing lens back and forth.
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Wide





Fixed focal length

Standard zoom

Telephone zoom

Macro

Fixed focal length

*1 0.29 m in a certain domain in the intermediate range of zooming. 
*2 Weight without the tripod collar. 
*3 The effective f-number is reduced by 1 step when the MC-14 Teleconverter is attached 
*4 The metal lens hood and the metal lens cap cannot be used together.

M.Zuiko Digital

8mm f/1.8
Fisheye

17mm f/1.8
Wide-Angle

12mm f/2.0
Wide-Angle

16mm
24-100mm

24mm

18-36mm
14-28mm

35mm  or full-frame sensor equivalent focal length

24-80mm
28-84mm

28-84mm

34mm

7-14mm f/2.8
Ultra Wide-Angle

9-18mm f/4.0-5.6
Ultra Wide-Angle

12-40mm f/2.8 
Standard Wide

12-50mm f/3.5-6.3 EZ
Standard Wide

14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 EZ
Standard Wide

14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R
Standard Wide

Focal length  
(35mm equivalent)

Dust/Splash
proof

Electronic 
Zoom 

Lens 
structure

Number of 
aperture blades

Smallest
aperture

Diagonal angle
of view

Lens name

-14 - 28mm 14 elements in 11 groups 7 (circular aperture) 22114º to 75ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 7-14mm f/2.8 PRO

--18 - 36mm 12 elements in 8 groups 227 (circular aperture)100º to 62ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 9-18mm f/4.0-5.6

- 2224 - 80mm 10 elements in 9 groups 7 (circular aperture)84º to 30ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-40mm f/2.8 PRO

- 2228 - 84mm 8 elements in 7 groups 5 (circular aperture)75º to 29ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 EZ

- 2280 - 300mm 16 elements in 10 groups 9 (circular aperture)30º to 8.2ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO

-- 2250mm 9 elements in 7 groups 7 (circular aperture)47ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL 25mm f/1.8

2224 - 100mm 10 elements in 9 groups 5 (circular aperture)84º to 24ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-50mm f/3.5-6.3 EZ

-- 2228 - 84mm 8 elements in 7 groups 7 (circular aperture)75º to 29ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R

-- 2224mm 11 elements in 8 groups 7 (circular aperture)84ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12mm f/2.0

-- 2280 - 300mm 13 elements in 10 groups 7 (circular aperture)30º to 8.2ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 40-150mm f/4.0-5.6 R

-- 2290mm 9 elements in 8 groups 7 (circular aperture)27ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL 45mm f/1.8

- 2228 - 300mm 15 elements in 11 groups 7 (circular aperture)75º to 8.2ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 14-150mm f/4.0-5.6 ll

-- 2234mm 9 elements in 6 groups 7 (circular aperture)65ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL 17mm f/1.8

-- 22150 - 600mm 18 elements in 13 groups 7 (circular aperture)16º to 4.1ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 75-300mm f/4.8-6.7 ll

-

-

-
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22

150mm

600mm

10 elements in 9 groups

17 elements in 10 groups

9 (circular aperture)

9 (circular aperture)

16º

4.1º

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 75mm f/1.8

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 300mm F4.0 IS PRO

- 22120mm 13 elements in 10 groups 7 (circular aperture)20ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 60mm f/2.8 Macro

- 2216mm 17 elements in 15 groups 7 (circular aperture)180ºM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 8mm f/1.8 Fisheye PRO















LENS SPECIFICATIONS
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50mm
80-300mm

120mm
150-600mm

28-300mm
80-300mm 90mm 150mm 600mm

Far

25mm f/1.8
Standard

60mm f/2.8
Macro

300mm f/4.0 
Super Telephoto

75mm f/1.8
Telephoto

45mm f/1.8
Telephoto

40-150mm f/2.8 
Telephoto

75-300mm f/4.8-6.7 ll
Super Telephoto

14-150mm f/4.0-5.6 ll
Wide Super-Zoom

40-150mm f/4.0-5.6 R
Telephoto

Max shooting magnification 
(35mm equivalent)

Filter 
size (mm)

Max diameter × 
Length (mm)

Lens front cap 
Products in ( ) are sold separately

Lens hood
Products in ( ) are sold separately

MC-14 
compatibility

Weight 
(g)

Closest focusing 
distance (m)

Lens rear 
cap

LR-20.12x (0.24x) φ78.9×105.8- LC-79 Built into body -5340.2

LR-20.10x (0.20x) φ52 φ56.5×49.5 
(with lens retracted) LC-52C (LH-55B) -1550.25

LR-2φ69.9×84 -0.2 0.3x (0.6x) φ62 LC-62D LH-66382

LR-2φ37 φ60.6×22.5
(with lens retracted) - -0.2 (Focal length: 14mm) 0.25 

(Focal length: 42mm)*1 0.23x(0.46x) LC-37B 
(LC-37PR /LC-37DC /LC-37C)93

LR-2 LC-72Cφ72 φ79.4×160
(with lens hood retracted)

LH-760.7 0.21x (0.42x) 760*2

LR-2 LC-46φ46 φ57.8x42 LH-49 -0.25 0.12x (0.24x) 137

LR-2φ52 φ57×83 (LH-55B/LH-55C) -0.35 (Normal shooting) 
0.2 (Macro mode)

0.36x (0.72x)
(Macro mode) LC-52C212

LR-2φ37 φ56.5×50
(with lens retracted) -0.25 (Focal length: 14-19mm) 

0.3 (Focal length: 20-42mm) 0.19x (0.38x) LC-37B
(LC-37PR /LC-37DC) (LH-40)113

LR-2φ46 φ56x43 (LH-48)*3 -0.2 0.08x (0.16x) LC-46
(LC-48/LC-48B)*3130

LR-2 LC-58Eφ58 φ63.5×83 (LH-61D) -0.9 0.16x (0.32x) 190

LR-2φ37 φ56x46 (LH-40B) -0.5 0.11x (0.22x) LC-37B
(LC-37PR /LC-37DC)116

LR-2 LC-58Fφ58 φ63.5×83 LH-61C -0.5 0.22x (0.44x) 285

LR-2φ46 φ57.5x35.5 (LH-48B)*3 -0.25 0.08x (0.16x) LC-46
(LC-48/LC-48B)*3120

LR-2 LC-58Eφ58 φ69x116.5 (LH-61E) -0.9 (Focal length: 75mm) 
1.5 (Focal length: other than 75mm) 0.18x (0.36x) 423

LR-2

LR-2

φ58

φ77

φ64x69

φ92.5 × 227
(with lens hood retracted)

(LH-61F)*

Built in

-

*3

0.84

1.4

0.1x (0.2x)

0.24x ( 0.48x)

LC-58E (LC-61)*

LC-77B

305

1270*2

LR-2 LC-46φ46 φ56x82 (LH-49) -0.19 1.0x (2.0x) 185

LR-2 LC-62Eφ62x80 Built into body -0.12 0.2x (0.4x) 315-

*3
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Fisheye Converter FCON-P01

Applicable lenses: 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll, 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R

This lens attachment lets you enjoy easy fish-eye 
photography. With this attachment, you can approach 
subjects up to 7cm away from the end of the lens (19cm 
from the imaging surface) for photos with an emphasised 
sense of perspective.

Max diameter × Length: φ62mm×38mm; Weight: 112g

Converter Lens Set  3CON-P01. This is a set that includes 
FCON-P01, WCON-P01, and MCON-P01

Decoration Ring DR-66

Applicable lens: M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO

A dedicated decorative ring makes handheld shooting 
easier when not using the M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm 
f/2.8 PRO's tripod collar. When the ring is attached, it 
imbues the lens with a greater sense of quality and a more 
integrated appearance.

OM Adapter MF-2

This mount adapter makes it possible to attach Olympus 
OM system lenses on Micro Four Thirds System mounts.

Max diameter x Length: φ62mm x 26.5mm; Weight: 78g

*OM system lenses that can be used in combination with an OM adapter 
are limited. OM system lenses are no longer being manufactured. For 
details, see the Olympus  website.

Four Thirds Adapter MMF-3

This mount adapter makes it possible to attach Four Thirds 
System lenses on Micro Four Thirds System mounts.

Splash/Dust proof

Max diameter x Length: φ65mm x 19.5mm; Weight: 42g

Wide Converter WCON-P01

Applicable lenses: 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll, 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R

This lens attachment lets you capture photos with a sense 
of space. Not only can you capture wide open scenery, 
but this attachment makes group photos possible from 
a short distance, such as at parties, so large groups can 
be photographed. Close-up photos are also possible 
up to 8cm away from the end of the lens (20cm from the 
imaging surface).

Max diameter × Length: φ62mm×30.5mm; Weight: 85g

Converter Lens Set  3CON-P01. This is a set that includes 
FCON-P01, WCON-P01, and MCON-P01

Macro Converter MCON-P02

Applicable lenses: ED 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 EZ*1, 14-42mm 
f/3.5-5.6*1/R*1, 45mm f/1.8*1, 25mm f/1.8, 17mm f/1.8, ED 
12mm f/2.0

This lens attachment makes it easier to enjoy macro 
shooting. When it is attached to the 45mm f/1.8 lens, you 
can approach as close as 0.304x (equivalent to 0.608x 
of 35mm film camera) by reducing the closest focusing 
distance from 50 cm to 24 cm.

Step-Up Ring (included): SUR-3746
Max diameter x Length: φ53mm x 15.1mm*2 ; Weight: 52g*2  

*1 The included Step-Up Ring is required. 
*2 Including the Step-Up Ring.

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL 1.4x Teleconverter MC-14

Applicable lenses: M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 
PRO, M.Zuiko Digital ED 300mm f/4.0 PRO

This rear-mount type 1.4x teleconverter has a thin metallic 
body. When inserted between the ED 40-150mm f/2.8 
PRO or ED 300mm f/4.0 PRO,  and the camera body, it 
increases their respective ranges to 112-420mm and 
840mm. It is dustproof and splashproof and can resist low 
temperatures.

Splash/Dust/freeze proof

Lens Case (included): LSC-0603
Max diameter x Length: φ58.8mm x 14.7mm; Weight: 150g

*The effective f-number is reduced by 1 step when attached.

Body Cap Lens BCL-1580 (15mm f/8.0)

This ultra-thin 9mm-thick cookie lens can be attached 
to a Micro Four Thirds mount. By setting the lens to the 
pan focusing position you can easily enjoy snapshot 
photography. The protective lens barrier is integrated.

Max diameter x Length: φ56mm x 9mm; Weight: 22g

*Focus adjustment is possible by manually operating the MF lever. Not 
equipped with an AF function.
*For camera bodies sold from October 2012 and earlier, 
set the focal distance to 16mm when using internal image stabilization.

Fisheye Body Cap Lens BCL-0980 (9mm f/8.0 Fisheye)

This lens is capable of wide-angle shooting with a focal 
length of 9mm (equivalent to 18mm on a 35mm film 
camera). The ultra-slim 12.8 mm design allows it to be 
used as a body cap, while at the same time enabling you 
to take a picture instantaneously whenever you desire. 
The MF lever – which also acts as a lens barrier – makes 
possible deep focusing as well as close-up shooting.

Max diameter x Length: φ56mm x 128mm; Weight: 30g

*An AF function is not provided and the aperture is fixed at f/8.0. The focal 
length should be set to 9mm when utilizing the built-in image stabilization 
mechanism of the camera. If the 9mm setting is not available, set the focal 

length to 8mm.

LENS CONVERTERS & BODY CAP LENSES
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Protection filters compatible with each lens protect lenses 

from scratches. All glass surfaces are fully multi-coated.

PROTECTION FILTERS

Product Name Filter Size

PRF-D37 PRO

PRF-D40.5 PRO

PRF-D46 PRO

PRF-D52 PRO

PRF-D58 PRO

Zuiko PRF-ZD62 PRO

Zuiko PRF-ZD72 PRO

Zuiko PRF-ZD77 PRO

φ37mm

φ40.5mm

φ46mm

φ52mm

φ58mm

φ62mm

φ72mm

φ77mm

*The metal lens hood and the metal lens cap cannot be used together.

Decoration Ring
DR-40

45mm f/1.8,
14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R,
14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll

*A set of three colors 
(silver, black and white)

Premium Lens Cap
LC-37PR

45mm f/1.8
14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R
14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll
ED14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 EZ

Metal Lens Cap
LC-48*

ED 12mm f/2.0, 
17mm f/1.8

Metal Lens Cap
LC-48B*

ED 12mm f/2.0, 
17mm f/1.8

Metal Lens Cap
LC-61*

ED 75mm f/1.8

Lens Cap LC-37DC
(for decorating)

45mm f/1.8,
14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll R,
14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ll

Auto Open Lens Cap
LC-37C

ED14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 EZ

DR-49

25mm f/1.8

*A set of two colors
(silver and black)

*The metal lens hood and the metal lens cap cannot be used together.

LH-40 LH-55B LH-55C LH-61C

LH-66 LH-76LH-61ELH-61D

LH-40B LH-48*

LH-61F*

LH-48B* LH-49

LENS CAPS

LENS HOODS   See pages 24-25 for hood to lens combination  

Check the Olympus website for more information on 
accessories such as waterproof protectors, cases, and straps.

olympusimaging-th.com
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Electronic Flash FL-600R

Equipped with an LED light for use in recording movies under backlit conditions or as 
an AF illuminator when shooting still pictures. This model has an internal commander 
function for wireless control of multi-flash shooting of up to four groups. Comes with a 
stand that allows the flash to be stood upright on its own.

GN36@ISO100/m, GN50@ISO200/m
GN12@ISO100/m, GN17@ISO200/m (When using a built-in wide panel)

Covers 12mm lens (equivalent to 24mm lens of 35mm film camera) angle 
of view Covers 8mm lens (equivalent to 16mm lens of 35mm film camera) 
angle of view (When using a built-in wide panel)

TTL Auto, Auto, Manual, FP TTL Auto, FP Manual

Flash control mode: RC, SL Auto, SL Manual
Number of channels: 4 channels
Number of groups: 4 groups independently controlled

Vertical/horizontal
Up/down facing: front 0°, upward facing 0° - 90°, downward facing 0° - 7°
Up/down facing: front 0°, upward facing 0° - 90°, downward facing 0° - 7°

Power: 1W, color: white, lighting angle: evenly lit at 30°

AA alkaline batteries: 4, AA NiMH batteries: 4

Approx. 280 (when using AA alkaline batteries) /  
Approx. 400 (when using AA NiMH batteries)

62mm (W) x 104mm (H) x 98mm (D) / 255g (without batteries)

Flash Stand (FLST-1), soft case

Guide number

Lighting angle

Flash control mode

Wireless (RC) function

Bounce

LED

Power supplies 
(recommended batteries)

Number of times fired
(at full flash)

Dimensions / Weight

Supplied accessories

FLASH SYSTEM

Electronic Flash FL-300R

A small compact sized flash with a bounce shooting feature. With its built-in wide 
panel, up to a 9mm wide-angle lens can be used. RC mode is also supported for use 
as a wireless flash.

GN20@ISO100/m, GN28@ISO200/m
GN12@ISO100/m, GN17@ISO200/m (When using a built-in wide panel)

Covers 14mm lens (equivalent to 28mm lens of 35mm film camera) angle of 
view Covers 9mm lens (equivalent to 18mm lens of 35mm film camera) angle 
of view (When using a built-in wide panel)

TTL Auto, Manual

Flash control mode: TTL Auto, Manual
Number of channels: 1 channel
Number of groups: 2 groups independently controlled

Vertical (Facing up: 60º, facing down: 30º)

Power: 1W, color: white, lighting angle: evenly lit at 30°

AAA alkaline batteries: 2, AAA NiMH batteries: 2

Approx. 80 (when using AAA alkaline batteries) 
Approx. 130 (when using AAA NiMH batteries)

56.4mm (W) x 89.2mm (H) x 26.9mm (D) / 97g (without batteries)

Flash Stand (FLST-1), soft case

Guide number

Lighting angle

Flash control mode

Wireless (RC) function

Bounce

LED

Power supplies 
(recommended batteries)

Number of times fired 
(at full flash)

Dimensions / Weight

Supplied accessories

Twin Flash Set STF-22

Macro flash for close up strobe photography. Both its flash units can be adjusted by  
1/3 power steps. With the included shoe ring SR-1, you can adjust the angle, and 
change the position of, the independent flash units.

Unit 1: GN16 @ ISO 100/m, GN22 @ ISO 200/m
Unit 2: GN16 @ ISO 100/m, GN22 @ ISO 200/m

1 unit: 50º vertical, 55º horizontal

TTL Auto, Manual (1 unit)

Twin Flash TF-22

Micro Flash Controller FC-1

AA alkaline batteries: 4 / AA NiMH batteries: 4
AA lithium batteries: 4 / AA nickel manganese batteries: 4
CR-V3 lithium battery pack: 4 / AA NiCad batteries: 4

Flash High-Voltage Set SHV-1 (dedicated NiMH battery)

Approx. 250 (when using AA alkaline batteries) / 
Approx. 420 (when using CR-V3 lithium batteries)

Shoe Ring SR-1 (Diameter of included filter screws: 67mm, 72mm)

Approx. 100.0mm

TF-22 (1 unit): 73.0mm (W) × 50.0mm (H) × 39.0mm (D)
FC-1: 78.0mm (W) × 141.0mm (H) × 119.0mm (D) / TF-22 (1 unit): 105g, FC-1: 
320g (without batteries)

Macro Flash Case

Guide number

Lighting angle

Flash control mode

Emitter

Controller

Power (FC-1)

External power source 
(FC-1)

Number of times fired*

Attachment method 
(TF-22)

Cable length

Dimensions / Weight

Supplied accessories

Electronic Flash FL-14

This external flash features a slim and low profile form. Although compact and 
lightweight, the stable flash output and optimized synchronization make flash 
photography easy.

Guide number

Lighting angle

Flash control mode

Number of times fired
(at full flash)

Dimensions / Weight

Supplied accessories

GN14@ISO100/m, GN20@ISO200/m

Covers 28mm lens (35mm equivalent) angle of view

TTL Auto, Auto, Manual

Approx. 80 (when using AAA alkaline batteries) 
Approx. 130 (when using AAA NiMH batteries)

70.0mm (W) × 42.5mm (H) × 57.0mm (D) / 84g (without batteries)

Soft case
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Flash System Chart

FLASH ACCESSORIES

Off-Flash Cable 
FL-CB05
This cable is used for 
connecting the camera 
body to a separated flash.

Bracket Cable 
FL-CB02
This cable is used to 
connect the camera body 
and FL-BK01.

Flash Adapter Ring 
FR-2
This adapter ring is used 
to attach Twin Flash TF-
22. For M.Zuiko Digital ED 
60mm f/2.8 Macro

Flash Stand 
FLST-1

Flash Bracket 
Pro FL-BKP02

Twin Flash Bracket 
FL-BKM03

Flash Bracket 
FL-BK04

Flash Bracket 
FL-BK01

PEN OM-D

Bracket Cable 
FL-CB02

+

Flash Bracket 
FL-BK01

M.Zuiko Digital 
ED 60mm F2.8 Macro

Electronic Flash 
FL-600R

Electronic Flash 
FL-300R

Flash Stand
FLST - 1

Flash Adapter Ring
FR-2

Twin Flash Set 
STF-22

Electronic Flash 
FL-14

Bracket Cable
FL-CB05

Twin Flash Bracket 
FL-BKM03

Flash Bracket Pro 
FL-BKP02

Flash Bracket 
FL-BK04
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Remote Cable RM-UC1
 
This remote cable uses a multi-USB type 
connector. This accessory is equipped 
with a bulb lock function.

High Speed HDMI Cable CB-HD1
 
This cable is used to connect a camera 
to a High Definition TV via HDMI. Cable 
length: 1.5m.

Macro Arm Light MAL-1*

Designed for the macro photography 
of very small subjects. Its bendy arms  
each have a variable power white LED.

*Cannot be used with an accessory mounted on 
the hot shoe.

E-M1 E-PL7E-P5 E-PL5E-M5 E-PL6

Communication Unit
OLYMPUS PENPAL PP-1*

Send images to a smart device*, etc. 
via Bluetooth. With this accessory you 
can easily share images on the spot.

*For confirmed compatible smart devices, visit 
the Olympus website.

E-M1 E-PL7E-P5 E-PL5E-M5 E-PL6

Microphone Set 1 SEMA-1*

This is an external stereo microphone 
set. This accessory lets you record 
in linear PCM stereo for enhanced 
sound.

*Cannot be used with an accessory mounted on 
the hot shoe.

E-M1 E-PL7E-P5 E-PL5E-M5 E-PL6

Viewfinder 17mm lens VF-1*

This is a dedicated optical viewfinder for 
use with a 17mm lens. It uses a bright 
frame type design.

*When LH-48B is attached to 17mm f/1.8, the field 
of view will be vignetted.
*In some camera combinations, the 17mm f/1.8 
lens may be visible in the field of view.

Electronic Viewfinder VF-4*

This electronic viewfinder features 
a 100% viewfinder coverage and a 
fine 2.36 million dot resolution. It is 
also equipped with an eye sensor* 
for instant switching from the rear 
LCD display when you look into the 
viewfinder. The tilt mechanism makes 
changing the angle effortless.

*A firmware update is required when used with the 
E-M5 and E-PL5.
*Automatic display switching is only supported on 
the E-M1, E-P5, E-PL6, and E-PL7.
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Electronic Viewfinder VF-3

This electronic viewfinder boasts a 
100% field of view, and a compact, 
high-resolution 920,000 dot LCD panel.
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Camera Eye Cups Compatible Models

Eye Cup 
EP-12

E-M1

Large Eye Cup 
EP-13

E-M1

Eye Cup 
EP-10

E-M5

Eye Cup 
EP-15

E-M5 ll

E-M5 ll

E-M10 ll

E-M10 ll
Large Eye Cup 
EP-16

Large Eye Cup 
EP-11

E-M1 E-M10

VIEWFINDERS

ACCESSORY PORT

REMOTE CABLE & HDMI CABLE

Dot Sight EE-1

This device speeds up accurate focusing with very long telephoto lenses 
such as the 40-150mm, 75-300mm and 300mm lenses. All you have to do 
is align the red reticle in the sight with the subject. It is particularly useful 
for super-telephoto shooting of sports events or wild birds. The device 
includes a battery so it can be used with any camera equipped with a hot 
shoe. Works with all OM-D and PEN cameras.

Hot shoe accessory for use with telephoto lenses
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Power Battery Holder HLD-7
 
This is a dustproof/splashproof power battery holder 
for exclusive use with the OM-D E-M1. In addition to a 
shutter button for portrait shooting, this accessory is 
also equipped with 2 buttons and 2 dials, for the same 
easy controls as landscape shooting. This accessory 
can store up to one BLN-1 Lithium Ion Battery.

Camera Grip ECG-2
 
This metallic external grip makes it much easier 
to hold the camera. The battery can be replaced 
without removing this grip from the camera. The rail 
is quick shoe compatible so that it can be attached 
to the tripod with a single-touch operation.

Power Battery Holder HLD-8

This accessory is composed of two parts: grip and 
battery holder. It is dustproof/splashproof and is 
equipped with a headphone jack.

HLD-8: Set of HLD-8G and HLD-6P
HLD-8G: Camera Grip
HLD-6P*: Battery Holder

*The HLD-6P Battery Holder is the same as that used with the HLD-6.
*This accessory cannot be connected alone to the camera.

Power Battery Holder HLD-6
 
This is a dustproof/splashproof power battery holder for 
exclusive use with the OM-D E-M5. In addition to a shutter 
button for portrait shooting, this accessory is also equipped 
with 2 buttons and 2 dials, for the same easy controls as 
landscape shooting. By removing the battery portion from 
the grip portion, it can also be used as a grip that makes the 
camera easier to hold. This accessory can store up to one 
BLN-1 Lithium Ion Battery.

*The HLD-6P Battery Holder is the same as that used with the HLD-8.
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E-M10

Camera Grip ECG-1

The exclusive grip for the E-M10 camera. It can be 
detached/attached with a single touch so the SD 
card as well as the battery can be replaced quickly.

Camera Grip ECG-3

The exclusive grip for the E-M10 Mark ll makes the 
camera much easier to hold. It can be detached/
attached with a single touch so the SD card as well 
as the battery can be replaced quickly.

Product Name Compatible Models Compatible Chargers Compatible Rechargeable 
Batteries

Li-ion Rechargeable Battery/Charger
BCN-1

Li-ion Rechargeable Battery
BLN-1

Li-ion Rechargeable Battery
BLS-5

BCN-1 -

BLN-1

-

-

BLS-5/BLS-50

BLS-5BCS-5

BCS-5

-

BCS-5

-

Li-ion Rechargeable Battery 
BLS-50

Li-ion Rechargeable Battery/Charger 
BCS-5

Li-ion Rechargeable Battery/Charger 
Set SBLS-5
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GRIPS & BATTERY HOLDERS

BATTERIES & CHARGERS
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